Introduction

Intramolecular electronic energy involving
Jn a first approach, we consider a simple kinetic scheme involving a single rate constant kT for transfer from donor to acceptor. If the emission spectrum of the acceptor does not overlap the absorption spectrum of the donor, there is no back transfer-D-A k, and k, are the emission rate constants of the donor and the acceptor, respectively they are equal to the reciprocal of the lifetimes $ and 7:, respectively, in the absence of transfer_ Following an infinitely short pulse of light, the concentrations in excited donor and acceptor obey the following system of differential cquatlons:
Assuming that kT is not time dependent (SternVolmer kinetics), the solutions of this system are the impulse response functions
[A*] = obA exp(-m(J r) + Q1 ,+ exp(-ml t),
where
k~ P*lo In phase fluorometry experiments, the exciting light is sinusoidally modulated and the harmonic responses that are observed, are the Fourier transforms of the rmpulse responses_ The quantitres that can be measured are #, the phase shift OF emission with respect to excrtation, and B.f, the modulation ratio (ac/dc ratio) [ 121
where S and G are the sine and cosme transforms of the impulse response 1(t): In the present case, 1(r) is given by eq. (3) for the donor and eq_ (4) for the acceptor_ Eqs. (12) 
119)
Denoting by Gx and & the phase shifts correspondmg to eqs (18) and (19) respectively, it is of interest to calculate tan(@A -#i)_ This calculation can be done by means of eqs. (12) and (13) Therefore, equivalent information is obtained from observation of the donor and the acceptor provided that the phase of reference is appropriately chosen.
In practice, there is no wavelength at which the donor can be escited with negligible absorption of the acceptor. When both donor and acceptor absorb ( [A*lo # 0 in eq_ (9)). the same procedure of calculation can be used and leads to. kT ( The agreement between steady-state results and time-resolved results indicates that the kinetics are nmple; the small deviations nt low frequencies are more likely accounted for by experimental error than by complex kinetics (the expenment is in fact more difficult to perfonn at the lowest frequencies)_ Scveral phenomena, such as distribution of interchromo-phoric distance, intramolecular motions, etc., could lead to complex kinetics but the effects are expected to be small in the present case since the transfer efficiency is high
